Course Description

Understanding of International Relations
This introductory course covers International Relations theories and methods. It offers an overview of in- ternational activities, players, and politics at both state and local levels. By course completion, students will grasp fundamental IR theory, enabling them to analyze, critique, and apply these theories. The course also explores the possibilities and constraints of theory in understanding global politics.

Current issues on Korean Society I
This course is an introductory course on Korea designed for international students who are interested in exploring Korea from a variety of perspectives. Examining historical trajectories, cultural elements, and social dimensions of Korea, this course attempts to enhance participants’ general intellectual understanding on the contemporary Korean society.

Sports SCUBA diving and Understanding the aquatic environment
This course teaches students the theoretical and practical skills of skin diving and scuba diving. Upon completion of the course, students will be able to understand aquatic environments and ecosystems. The course includes lectures in the first week and hands-on training in basic swimming, skin diving, and scuba diving during the second and third weeks.

Understanding Korean Culture I
The course is aimed at introducing international students’ understanding of Korea through the study of Korean culture and society. Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to comprehend the cultural features of Korea, explain Korean culture to people around the world, and discover the similarities and differences between Korean culture and their own culture.

Sailing Yacht
This course is designed to provide students with an understanding of basic concepts in sailing. Students who successfully complete this course should be able to achieve knowledge of different types of knots and parts of a yacht as well as the history and theory of sailing. This course consists of lectures (1st week) and practical training (2nd-3rd week).

Off Model Shipbuilding
This course is a hands-on program designed to allow students to understand the basic principles of ship structure and experience the process of designing and constructing model-scale ships. Throughout this course, students will learn about the main components and functions of ships, as well as the basic design method of ships. The course comprises theoretical lectures (1st week) and hands-on practical lectures where students build a model ship (2nd-3rd weeks).
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2024 INTERNATIONAL SUMMER SCHOOL

Pukyong National University (PKNU) offers the PKNU International Summer School (PKNU-ISS), an outstanding program that brings together students from all over the globe for a unique intercultural learning experience, providing invaluable exposure to Korean culture.
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Program Fees

The program fees for the International Summer School are USD 1,100.

Required application documents:

1. Application form with a passport-size photo attached
2. Academic Transcript in English
3. Proof of Student Registration
4. A copy of the first two pages of the passport
5. A copy of medical insurance coverage
6. TB (tuberculosis) test result in English
7. A certificate of tuition payment

To be eligible to apply, you must:

- Be currently enrolled in an institution of higher education at the undergraduate level
- Be able to understand lectures in English (All classes are taught and assessed in English)
- Be able to meet the deadlines for submitting application materials and paying fees
- Have a valid passport and a visa (if required)
- Be able to pay the required fees

Cancellation Policy

In the event of cancellation, the participants must notify the Office of International Affairs (OIA) in writing.

- For any cancellation before the program starts, a full payment will be refunded but a transfer charge will be deducted from your payment.
- For any cancellation after the program starts, no refund will be provided.

Visa Requirement

It is the participant’s own responsibility to check with their country and embassy or visa office regarding visa requirements. Participants who need a visa will have to make their own arrangements in applying for the visa prior to their arrival in Korea. Once we receive the payment, we will gladly send you a Letter of Acceptance (LoA).

PKNU-ISS Program (Period I)

Global Culture II (Cultural Activities)

PKNU-ISS provides a variety of activities outside the campus to help students experience and understand Korean culture.

- Korean Traditional Costumes and Makeup
- Taekwondo (Korean Traditional Martial Arts)
- K-pop Dance
- Cooking Korean Food
- Making Traditional Korean Alcoholic Drink
- Marine Sports in Busan
- Gamcheon Culture Village Tour
- and many more
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